Abstract. In this paper we construct vector-valued multi operator-stable random measures that behave locally like operator-stable random measures. The space of integrable functions is characterized in terms of a certain quasi-norm. Moreover, a multi operatorstable moving-average representation of a random field is presented which behaves locally like an operator-stable random field which is also operator-self-similar.
Introduction
The notion of self-similarity of stochastic processes and random fields has a long history and yields to a rich class of stochastic models with various applications. See [1] , [4] and [22] for instance. Recall from [13] that an R m -valued random field X = {X(t) : t ∈ R d } is called (E, D)-operator-self-similar, if there exist a d × d-matrix E and a m × m-matrix D such that
for all r > 0 holds true. In [13] a so called moving-average and a harmonizable representation based on symmetric α-stable (SαS) random measures are presented. Multivariate SαS distributions are a special case of the much larger class of operator-stable laws. For a comprehensive introduction see [14] . Based on the recently developed theory of multivariate independently scattered random measures (short: ISRMs) and their integrals (see [10] ), moving-average and harmonizable representations of (E, D)-operator-self-similar random fields with operator-stable marginals are presented in [11] . Our main feature of SαS ISRMs or more generally of operator-stable ISRMs with exponent B (a m × m-matrix) is that they are homogeneous in the time variable t ∈ R d , that is α or B are constant and do not depend on t. Motivated by various applications, in [6] scalarvalued so called multi-stable random measures were constructed. There the stability index α : R → R + can vary with time t. Based on random integrals of deterministic functions so called multi-stable processes were introduced. An important feature of multi-stable random measures and multi-stable processes is that they behave locally like α(t)-stable random measures and α(t)-stable processes close to time t. That means that the local scaling limits are α(t)-stable, but where the stability index varies with t. See Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 3.2 in [6] . The purpose of this paper is to generalize some of the results in [6] to the operator-stable setting, by allowing the operator-stable exponent B(t) to depend on the time variable t. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, by applying the general theory of multivariate ISRMs in [10] , multi operator-stable random measures and integrals are constructed. The set of integrable functions is characterized in terms of a quasi-norm. Moreover, it is shown in Theorem 2. 13 , that under a mild condition multi operator-stable ISRMs behave locally like an operator-stable ISRM. In Section 3 a multi operator-stable moving-average representation of a random field X = {X(t) : t ∈ R d } is presented and its basic properties are analyzed. Finally, in Section 4, we show that X behaves locally like an operator-stable random field which is (E, D)-operator-self-similar.
Multi operator-stable random measures and integrals
Using the general theory of ISRMs developed in [10] , we now construct a large class of multivariate independently scattered random measures which are first of all infinitely-divisible. At the same time we refer the reader to [8] , [11] and [14] concerning more details about operator-stable distributions which will play a crucial role throughout the paper. In order to start with some notation, let L(R m ) be the set of all linear operators on R m and GL(R m ) the corresponding subset of all invertible operators, represented as m × mmatrices in each case. We write · for the Euclidean norm on R m (with inner product ·, · ) as well as for the operator norm on L(R m ). Then, given some D ∈ L(R m ), we denote its adjoint by D * and its trace by tr(D), respectively. Moreover, let spec(D) be the set of all eigenvalues of D ∈ L(R m ). Hence we can define λ D := min{Re λ : λ ∈ spec(D)} and Λ D := max{Re λ : λ ∈ spec(D)}. As usual the matrix exponential is given by
for any r > 0 (see Proposition 2.2.2 in [14] for more details). In this context we should recall from [2] that, given an operator D ∈ Q(R m defines a symmetric Lévy measure on R m as the proof of Theorem and Definition 2.2 below will reveal. This means that ϕ(s, {0}) = 0 and R m min{1, x 2 } ϕ(s, dx) < ∞. By a change of variables we also observe that t · ϕ(s, C) = ϕ(s, t −B(s) (C)) for every t > 0 and C ∈ B(R m ). Hence Proposition 4.3.2 in [8] and Theorem 3.1.11 in [14] imply that for every s ∈ S (2.3)
is the log-characteristic function of a symmetric operator-stable distribution µ s on R m , i.e. its Fourier transform is given by exp(ψ s ) and µ s is particularly infinitely-divisible. In view of Remark 2.1 and Theorem 7.2.5 in [14] we refer to σ as the spectral measure of µ s . Also note that B(s) is called an exponent of µ s and that ψ s is a B(s)-homogeneous function. Finally µ s should be full in the sense of [14] and therefore not concentrated on any hyperplane in R m . For this purpose we assume that the linear span of the support of σ equals R m .
Turning over to independently scattered random measures recall the notation and results of section 3 in [10] . Consider the set S := {A ∈ Σ : ν(A) < ∞} and observe that this is a so called δ-ring on S whose generated σ-algebra equals Σ (see [10] again). Moreover, for every A ∈ S we can define a measure 
We call M the multi operator-stable ISRM that is generated by (µ s ) s∈S and ν, abbreviated by
Proof. Let c(s) := R m min{1, x 2 } ϕ(s, dx) and fix A ∈ S. Then we will first prove that φ A is a Lévy measure. By definition of φ A and in view of ν(A) < ∞ this reduces to the finiteness of sup s∈S c(s), since
Therefore fix s ∈ S. As in Remark 2.1 we may assume that B(s) is even diagonal, say B(s) = diag(b 1 (s), ..., b m (s)). Then for every r 0 > 0 we get that
by equivalence of norms. Here C 0 , C 1 , C 2 > 0 are suitable constants which only depend on r 0 , because
Recall (2.1) and (2.2). Then, using (2.5) for r 0 = 1, the following computation holds true, where we may assume that C 1 , C 2 ≥ 1.
Note that (2.6) is independent of s and at the same time finite, since b < 2. This shows that sup s∈S c(s) < ∞. Overall Theorem 3.1 in [10] implies the existence of some suitable probability space (Ω, A, P) with M as asserted.
Remark 2.3. The fullness of ϕ(s, ·) implies that c(s) > 0 for every s ∈ S. Therefore ν is equivalent to the measure λ M (ds) := c(s)ν(ds). Under the given assumptions it can be easily verified that λ M equals the so called control measure of M in the sense of Theorem 3.2 in [10] . Also recall the related mappings ρ M : S × B(R m ) → [0, ∞] and K M : S × R m → C from Proposition 3.5 in [10] . Actually, in the present case they can be computed as
since the distributions µ s and M(A) are symmetric for every s ∈ S and A ∈ S, respectively.
The two subsequent results use parts of the previous proof and will be essential afterwards. For this purpose we let
Corollary 2.4. Fix r 0 > 0. Then, with the corresponding constants from (2.5), we have for all x ≤ r 0 and s ∈ S that
and, for all x ≥ r 0 and s ∈ S, that
Particularly, there exist constants C 3 , C 4 > 0 such that
holds for any s ∈ S and x ∈ R m .
Proof. In view of Remark 2.1 and (2.5) the inequalities in (2.7) and (2.8) follow by a straightforward extension of the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [2] . Due to our assumptions on B(s) they also yield the additional statement (consider r 0 = 1 for example).
Lemma 2.5. For any 0 < ρ 1 ≤ ρ 2 we define the set
Proof. The upper bound follows from sup s∈S c(s) < ∞ (see the previous proof) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, since we have
for any u ∈ T ρ 1 ,ρ 2 . For the lower bound we first note that ψ s (u) = 0 for any s ∈ S and u = 0 due to Corollary 7.1.12 in [14] . Hence, for any s ∈ S, there exists some u s ∈ T ρ 1 ,ρ 2 such that m(s) := min
by continuity. If we suppose that K 1 := inf s∈S m(s) = 0, this yields a sequence (s n ) ⊂ S with m(s n ) → 0. On the other hand the set
is bounded, since B = Λ B in this case. Additionally and in view of the Courant-Fischer Theorem (see Problem 4.4 in [21] for example) it is closed. Hence, without loss of generality, we can assume that B(s n ) → B * for some B * ∈ C. As before this allows us to consider a full and symmetric operator-stable distribution µ * on R m with exponent B * and spectral measure σ. Denote its log-characteristic function by ψ * and fix u ∈ R m . Then, according to (2.10), we observe for every r > 0, θ ∈ S m−1 and n ∈ N that
where the left hand-side of (2.11) tends to 1 − cos r B * θ, u as n → ∞. In view of
we can argue as in the proof of Theorem and Definition 2.2 to verify that (2.11) yields ψ sn (u) → ψ * (u) by dominated convergence. This means that µ sn → µ * weakly, since u ∈ R m was arbitrary. By passing to a subsequence we can assume that u sn → u * for some u * ∈ T ρ 1 ,ρ 2 . However, using Lévy's continuity theorem this implies for the corresponding Fourier transforms that
which contradicts Corollary 7.1.12 in [14] , since u * = 0.
Next we want to consider stochastic integrals of the form
which leads to R m -valued random vectors. The underlying definition is quite natural for simple functions f and results from a stochastic limit for general f ∈ I(M), where I(M) := {f : f is measurable and integrable with respect to M}.
Then I(M) becomes a real vector space and the mapping f → I(f ) is linear on I(M). We refer to [10] for more details and subsequently merely apply these results to our setting. Also note that we will identify random vectors which are equal almost surely and that M(A) = I(E m 1 A ), where E m denotes the identity matrix on R m . Finally, for f : S → R, we interpret I(f ) implicitly as I(f E m ). Defining
we obtain the following result. 
is finite, where
In this case we have
is well-defined (i.e. the integral exists for every u ∈ R m ) and continuous.
infinitely-divisible and its log-characteristic function is given by
Proof. Recall Remark 2.3 and that µ s ∼ [0, 0, ϕ(s, ·)] with ϕ(s, ·) being symmetric for every s ∈ S. Then (a) and (b) follow immediately from Proposition 3.3 and section 5 of [10] , respectively. Also recall that µ s is full for every s ∈ S. Hence, using (2.13) and Lemma 1.3.11 in [14] , a slight refinement of Proposition 2.6 (a) in [11] gives part (c). The details are left to the reader.
For the case m = 1 monotonicity arguments come into effect and Theorem 3.3 in [17] implies that f ∈ I(M) if and only if |f | ∈ I(M). Actually, this allows to identify I(M) as a so called Musielak-Orlicz space (see [15] fore more details) in their framework. Unfortunately, this characterization will fail in the case m > 1, because f ∈ I(M) is not equivalent to f ∈ I(M) in general. Moreover, Corollary 2.11 and Example 2.12 below will even show that the condition f i,j ∈ I(M) for every i, j = 1, ..., m is sufficient, but not necessary for f = (f i,j ) i,j=1,...,m to be integrable with respect to M. However, for every measurable f : S → L(R m ) and λ > 0 we can define (2.14)
where · ∞ is the supremum norm on R m . In order to benefit from H(f, λ) we first consider the next statement which is similar to Lemma 4.4 in [10] .
Lemma 2.7. Let X be an R m -valued random vector with characteristic function ω(·). Then there exists a C > 0 such that the following inequalities hold for any δ > 0.
Proof. Define g(y) := sin(y)/y for y = 0 and g(0) := 1. Hence |g(y)| ≤ 1, while we can find some c ∈ (0, 1) such that |g(y)| ≤ c for any |y| ≥ 1/ √ m. Then, using the univariate idea of (1.2) in [16] , we obtain that (2.16) Now we can prove the main result of this section which, by the way, generalizes Proposition 2.3 in [5] . Here we call · M a quasi-norm on I(M), if it has the usual properties of a norm, except a possible weakening of the triangular inequality, i.e. there is some T ≥ 1 such that (2.17)
holds for all f 1 , f 2 ∈ I(M). Moreover, we identify elements in I(M) that are identical ν-a.e., since ν is equivalent to the control measure λ M and since
s. if and only if f = g holds true λ M -almost everywhere (see [10] ).
Theorem 2.8. Let M be as before.
(a) Recall (2.14). Then the following identities hold:
Moreover, for any f ∈ I(M) and λ > 0 we have
where the constants
holds for any f ∈ I(M) and δ > 0.
The vector space I(M) is complete with respect to · M and, for f, f 1 , ... ∈ I(M), we have the characterization
Proof. Recall that ψ s is B(s)-homogeneous with ψ s (0) = 0. Therefore we can use Lemma 2.5 for
We start with the first identity of part(a). Thus if H(f, λ) < ∞ for every λ > 0, we observe that (iii) of Proposition 2.6 is fulfilled by continuity of ψ s , using dominated convergence. Conversely, assume that f ∈ I(M) and therefore that (ii) of Proposition 2.6 holds. Fix λ > 0 and recall (2.12). Then, similar to the proof of Lemma 2.5 and using (2.21), we get the following estimates for all s ∈ S and u ∈ R m with u ∞ ≤ λ −1 .
Note that the last expression is integrable with respect to ν due to our present assumption. Hence we have that H(f, λ) < ∞ which gives the first identity stated in part (a). Now, without loss of generality, we may assume that H(f, 1) < ∞ holds true in order to prove the second identity. Fix λ > 0 again. Then, using (2.9) and the B(s)-homogeneity of τ s , we derive for any s ∈ S, u ∈ R m and γ > 0 that
However, this gives the assertion of part (a), since
Concerning · M we first of all see that τ s (0) = 0 implies 0 M = 0. Conversely, consider f ∈ I(M) with f M = 0 and assume that f = 0 (on a set A ∈ Σ with ν(A) > 0). Then it follows that H(f, λ) ≤ 1 for all λ > 0 and, as λ → 0, the monotone convergence theorem implies that
On the other hand we have sup u∈R m f (s) * u = ∞ for every s ∈ A and therefore H(f ) = ∞ due to (2.9). This contradicts (2.23) and we obtain that f = 0. The homogeneity property γf M = |γ| f M follows from the definition of the infimum, since
Moreover, using Proposition 1.3.4 in [14] and (2.3), we see that
In view of (2.21) we conclude that there exists a constant C 0 > 0 such that
At the same time, for T ≥ 1 chosen sufficiently large and fixed in sequel, we can use (2.22) to verify that
In view of (2.26) this shows for any λ 1 , λ 2 > 0 and
.
holds for any ε > 0. As ε → 0 this shows that · M is a quasi-norm on I(M). Moreover, note that (2.18) is true for f M = 0 (which is equivalent to f = 0 ν-almost everywhere).
We now prove part (c). Recall that |1 − exp(z)| ≤ |z| for any z ∈ C with Re z ≤ 0 and that the log-characteristic function of I(f ) is given by (2.13) for n = 1. Then (2.15) (with the corresponding constant C > 0), the triangular inequality and (2.21) imply that
For the second statement of part (c) fix p > 0 as above. Then the following computation gives the assertion, where we use (2.19) as well as (2.18) and where we can assume that f M > 0.
In order to show that I(M) is complete, let (f n ) ⊂ I(M) be a Cauchy-sequence with respect to · M . Then we have to find some f ∈ I(M) such that f n − f M → 0 as n → ∞ or at least along a suitable subsequence, since (f n ) is Cauchy and since · M fulfills (2.17). Hence, without loss of generality and throughout following the idea of the proof of Theorem 5.2.1 in [3] , it can be assumed that
Then, using (2.18) and (2.27), we see for any n ∈ N that
which implies that ∞ n=1 ν(A n ) < ∞ and therefore that B := lim sup n→∞ A n is a ν-null set. Let f (s) := 0 for every s ∈ B. However, for s ∈ B c = S \ B, we observe that there exists some N(s) ∈ N such that s / ∈ A n for all n ≥ N(s). In view of (2.9) and · ∞ ≤ · it follows for all s ∈ B c , n ≥ N(s) and u ≤ 1 that (f n+1 (s) − f n (s)) * u is bounded. Using the same argument we obtain a constant C 1 > 0 such that the following inequality holds for all s ∈ B c and n ≥ N(s):
Actually, this implies for all s ∈ B c and n, l ≥ N(s) that
due to (2.28) and since s / ∈ A j for all j ≥ N(s). In particular we get that f n (s) − f l (s) → 0 as N(s) tends to ∞ which shows that (f n (s)) is Cauchy with respect to the operator norm · . Denote the corresponding limit by f (s) and, overall, observe that f : S → L(R m ) is measurable with f n (s) → f (s) ν-almost everywhere. Moreover, (2.17) and (2.27) imply for any n ∈ N that f n M ≤ T ( f 1 M + 1/2). Hence by continuity of τ s , a routine estimate, Fatou's Lemma and (2.18) we obtain that
i.e. f ∈ I(M) due to part (a). Quite similar, using (2.27), we derive for any n ∈ N that
In view of (2.18) this shows that f n − f M → 0 as n → ∞.
For the additional statement of part (d) consider f, f 1 , ... ∈ I(M) (diffeferent from before). By linearity, Lévy's continuity theorem and after a change of variables we observe that I(f n ) → I(f ) in probability if and only if
holds true as n → ∞. First assume that f n − f M → 0 and fix θ ∈ Γ m , where we let
and (2.29) follows from (2.18), since θ ∈ Γ m was arbitrary (the case θ = 0 is obvious). Conversely, (2.29) implies that a null sequence (ξ n ) is defined in virtue of
where e j is the j-th unit vector in R m . For u ∈ R m arbitrary, write u = (u 1 , ..., u m ). Then, using (2.21), (2.22) and (2.25), we obtain constants C 5 , C 6 > 0 such that
holds true. According to (2.18) again this shows that f n − f M → 0.
Example 2.9. Assume that µ s is α(s)-stable with rotation-invariant spectral measure σ for every s ∈ S, i.e. ψ s (u) = −c u α(s) for some c > 0. Then we get back the situation in [5] (at least for c = m = 1) and I(M) equals the set (2.30)
due to Theorem 2.8. Moreover, we verify that τ s = −c −1 ψ s . Hence τ s is convex for α(s) ≥ 1 and subadditive for α(s) ≤ 1. In both cases this implies the following:
Using the ideas of [15] we conclude that the mapping f * M := inf{λ > 0 : H(f, λ) ≤ λ} provides the triangular inequality. However, we lose the homogeneity property in this way.
Remark 2.10. In particular, if we assume that µ = µ s is α-stable for fixed 0 < α < 2, our construction of random measures covers the considerations in [2] , [13] and [19] . Moreover, if µ = µ s is still constant but operator-stable (say with exponent B), we also get back the setting of [11] . Merely note that, in contrast to [11] , µ has to be symmetric (instead of strictly) operator-stable in our framework. However, τ = τ s does not depend on s ∈ S either and (2.14) becomes
in this case. Especially, the results of Theorem 2.8 remain true accordingly.
But in general and in contrast to Example 2.9 the function τ s can not be computed explicitly. However, we are interested in possibly large subsets of I(M) that are at least similar to (2.30). For this purpose let
Moreover, we define F p,q := F p ∩ F q which means for measurable f : 
Then the following three statements are equivalent. In what follows we will prove that there exists some C > 0 such that (2.31)
holds true for every 1 ≤ i 0 , j 0 ≤ m and s ∈ S. Then (i) ⇔ (ii) would follow due to the fact that f ∈ I(M) if and only if H(f, 1) < ∞ (see Theorem 2.8).
In order to prove (2.31) we will first assume that B(s) is already diagonal for any s ∈ S, that means D(s) = B(s), O(s) = E m and g(s) = f (s). In this case we see that
for any γ ∈ R and j = 1, ..., m.
Hence, in view of (2.21) and (2.25), we obtain a constant C > 0 such that the following estimate holds for any s ∈ S, where u = (u 1 , ..., u m ).
Conversely, consider x = (x 1 , ..., x m ) ∈ Γ m arbitrary. Write l s (x) = (l s,1 (x), ..., l s,m (x)) and observe that x j e j = l s,j (x)τ s (x) B(s) e j , since B(s) is diagonal. If we combine (2.32) with |l s,j (x)| ≤ 1, it follows (similar to Lemma 2.1 in [12] ) for any 1 ≤ j ≤ m and s ∈ S that (2.34)
which remains true for x = 0. Let i 0 , j 0 ∈ {1, ..., m} as well as s ∈ S be arbitrary. Then, using (2.32) for γ = f ij (s) and (2.34) for x = (f i,1 (s), ..., f m,i (s)), we obtain that
This completes the proof of part (b) for the diagonal case, since (2.31) follows from (2.33) and (2.35) with g(s) = f (s). In the general case, where
for any s ∈ S and x ∈ Γ m (see Proposition 2.2.2 in [14] ). In view of O(s)l s (x) ∈ S m−1 it follows that τ s (x) = τ D(s) (O(s)x) by uniqueness (also recall Remark 2.1), where the case x = 0 is included again. Hence we derive that
which allows us to argue as before to establish (2.31) for the function g(s) = f (s)O(s) * . We now prove part (c) and assume that f i,j E m ∈ I(M) for i, j = 1, ..., m. Using the (2.36)
Hence (T u,r M) is some kind of an image measure. We thereby justify the notion multi operator-stable ISRM which means: Locally, say around u, the ISRM M somehow behaves like an operator-stable one with exponent B(u), denoted by M u in sequel (see [11] 
Then, as r → 0, the following convergence in distribution holds true: 
for any bounded sets A 1 , ..., A n ∈ B(R d ).
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that f 1 , ..., f n have a support contained in
Then, in view of (2.13), (2.36) and Lévy's continuity theorem it suffices to show that (2.39)
as r → 0. After a change of variables the left-hand side of (2.39) can be rewritten as
where we used (2.38) and the B(u + rs)-homogeneity of ψ u+rs . As implicitly seen in the proof of Lemma 2.5 the continuity of s → B(s) at u ensures that µ u+rs → µ u weakly for any s ∈ R d as r → 0 and hence that ψ u+rs (·) → ψ u (·) uniformly on compact sets (see Lemma 3.1.10 in [14] ). Since (2.37) particularly implies that r dB(u+rs) r −dB(u) → E m , we derive the following convergence for any s ∈ R d as r → 0.
Note that the left-hand side of (2.40) vanishes for s /
d due to (2.37). Using (2.9), (2.21) and f (s) = f (s) * it follows that there exists a constant C > 0 fulfilling
for any s ∈ R d . In view of f 1 , ..., f n ∈ F a,b this gives (2.39) by dominated convergence.
Since the previous assumptions might appear challenging we state some useful observations. Remark 2.14.
(a) Consider χ(r, s) = r dB(u+rs) r −dB(u) . Then the proof above revealed that the assumptions of Theorem 2.13 can be softened in two ways: On one hand the convergence in (2.37) merely needs to hold pointwise as long as χ(r, s) is bounded for any r > 0 (small) and s ∈ K, where K ⊂ R d is compact. On the other hand f 1 , ..., f n do not need to have a compact support, if χ(r, s) is even bounded for any r > 0 (small) and
Hence in this case a sufficient condition for (2.37) is given by
which is weaker than the corresponding assumption (2.14) in [5] . Also note that (2.41) is always fulfilled, if α(·) locally satisfies a γ-Hölder-condition for some 0 < γ ≤ 1. (c) Assumption (2.38) is superfluous for f : R d → R and for general f :
M is a multi-stable ISRM (see part (b) and also the more specific situation in Example 2.9), respectively.
Moving-average representation and further examples
As in Theorem 2.13 and throughout this section let M be a multi operator-stable ISRM on S = {A ∈ B(R d ) : |A| < ∞}. In this section we want to analyze multivariate random fields {X(t) : t ∈ R d }, where each X(t) is an R m -valued random vector defined by a random integral with respect to M of suitable functions. Hence the domain of these random fields is R d and their state space is R m . We start with an extension of Proposition 3.1 in [5] . For this purpose recall the definition of · M from Theorem 2.8.
, where f (t, ·) ∈ I(M). Furthermore, suppose that there exists some ξ > d/a such that, for any K > 0, we can find a constant L > 0 fulfilling
Then, for every 0 < γ < ξ − d/a, X has a version that is locally γ-Hölder-continuous. Particularly, (3.1) is fulfilled, if
holds true for all t 1 , t 2 ∈ [−K, K] d and for some suitableL > 0 (depending on K).
Proof. Fix K > 0 and d/ξ < p < a which is possible due to our assumption. Then by linearity, Theorem 2.8 (c) and (3.1) we see that there exists a C > 0 such that
Note that pξ − d > 0. Hence the multivariate version of Kolmogoroff's continuity theorem (see Remark 21.7 in [9] ) gives the assertion, since (pξ
For the additional statement fix t 1 , t 2 ∈ [−K, K] d with t 1 = t 2 and let λ 0 := T t 1 − t 2 ξ , where T > 0 is arbitrary. Also recall (2.14). Then, in view of Corollary 2.4 and by equivalence of norms, we find constants C 1 , C 2 > 0 such that
holds true by (3.2). Hence, for T sufficiently large (only depending on K andL), the last expression is bounded by one which implies (3.1).
Now we want to proceed with the construction suggested above. More precisely, by an appropriate choice of integrands f (t, ·) we will obtain a rich class of random fields that mostly generalize several so called moving-average representations as we will illustrate in Remark 3.6 below. Furthermore, there is a quite natural relation between all these random fields that will be analyzed in Section 4.
In order to do so we need some technical assumptions. Let us recall that a function 
Often both properties are combined. For more details and examples see [2] .
be an E-homogeneous and (β, E)-admissible function for some β > 0. Finally assume that either condition (C1) or (C2) is fulfilled, namely:
Then the stochastic integral
(s))-moving-average representation (with respect to M).
Proof. Obviously X(0) = 0 almost surely. Then, for fixed t ∈ Γ d , we have to show that 
Then, for fixed λ > 0, we will show that (3.8)
For this purpose let (τ (·), l(·)) be the generalized polar coordinates with respect to E, where τ (0) := 0, and define the bounded sets F (κ) := {s : τ (s) ≤ κ} for any κ > 0. Then our assumptions on φ imply that φ(s) = τ (s)φ(l(s)) for any s ∈ R d , where
Moreover, since A(s) is symmetric, (2.5) holds accordingly for A(s) (even if ρ 1 ≤ ρ 2 ≤ 0) and in view of (3.6) we verify that ξ A(s) is bounded for any s ∈ R d and m φ ≤ ξ ≤ M φ . Hence, for fixed η > 0 and due to (2.5) again, there exists a constant C 1 = C 1 (η) ≥ 1 with
Additionally, we have already seen that τ s (x + y) ≤ C 2 (τ s (x) + τ s (y)) for any s, x, y ∈ R d and some C 2 > 0. Also recall that A(s)B(s) = B(s)A(s). Therefore the B(s)-homogeneity of τ s , (3.9) and τ s (−x) = τ s (x) imply for any s ∈ F (η) that
Now we use the estimates for τ s from (2.9) combined with (3.10). Then the following computation holds for every s ∈ F (η) and some constant C 3 = C 3 (λ) > 0, since 0 < a ≤ b.
Recall (3.6) and that γ − q ≤ 0. Using Proposition 2.3 in [2] this easily yields that (3.13)
Moreover, we know that τ (x + y) ≤ C 4 (τ (x) + τ (y)) holds for any x, y ∈ R d and some C 4 ≥ 1 due to Lemma 2.2 in [2] . This implies that F (η) ⊂ {s : τ (t − s) ≤ C 4 (τ (t) + η)}. Now argue similar as in (3.12) to verify that there exists some C 5 = C 5 (λ, η, τ (t)) > 0 fulfilling sup
Hence by a change of variables this mainly reduces the problem to (3.13). Overall and using the bounds from (3.11) this shows that (3.14)
Henceforth we consider the behavior of g(t, t 0 , s) for s ∈ F (η) c = {s : τ (s) > η}. First of all the assumptions on φ allow to argue as in (4.5) and (4.6) of [10] (also see the proof of Theorem 2.5 in [13] ). Thus we obtain a constant C 6 > 0 such that the following implication holds for any s ∈ Γ d .
Now we specify and fix the choice of η > 0 in such a way that each of the following inequalities holds, whenever τ (s) > η. Note that this is possible as shown in eq. (4.7) of [11] .
Then, using the joint continuity of the exponential operator (see Proposition 2.2.11 in [14] ), we can argue similar as in the proof of Theorem 2.5 in [13] to verify for any s ∈ R d and 1/2 < u < 3/2 that
Here C 7 > 0 is a constant. Moreover, we used that A(s) and B(s) are symmetric such that
Moreover, the E-homogeneity of φ and the assumptions on A(s) imply for any s ∈ Γ d that
Recall that τ (·) is an E-homogeneous function and consider x(s, t) := φ(−s) −E t, where τ (x(s, t)) < 1 due to (3.16). If we apply (3.15) to −s and use (3.16) once more, it follows for every s ∈ F (η) c that
Hence we are allowed to use (3.17) for u(s, t) := φ(φ(−s) −E t−φ(−s) −E s). Moreover, combine this with (3.19) to derive for any s ∈ F (η) c that
At the same time (2.5) and (3.16) yield the existence of a constant C 8 > 0 which fulfills
Finally, if we combine (3.18), (3.20) and (3.21) , this implies similar to (3.11)-(3.12) for any
since φ(s) > 1, for some C 9 > 0. Throughout and in view of (3.6) we used that
Particularly, we have that F (η) c τ (s) a(ρ 2 −β)−γ ds < ∞ (see Proposition 2.3 in [2] again) and (3.8) follows due to (3.14). Since t 0 ∈ R d and λ > 0 were arbitrary, we especially derive from (3.8) that H(g(t, 0, ·) * , λ) = H(g(t, 0, ·), λ) < ∞ for any λ > 0 and therefore that g(t, 0, ·) ∈ I(M) according to Theorem 2.8. Moreover, the assertion easily follows for f (t, ·). To verify this merely let A(s) = D(s) − qB(s) with γ = 0 in the situation of (C1) and A(s) = D(s) with γ = q in the situation of (C2), respectively. Due to our approach in the previous proof we can state the following observation.
Remark 3.3. Recall the previous notation. For η, ζ > 0 and t ∈ R d arbitrary we define the function h η,ζ (t, ·) :
, where h η,ζ (t, 0) = h η,ζ (t, t) = 0 and .22) else. Then the proof of Theorem 3.2 revealed two aspects. On one hand h η,ζ (t, ·) is integrable for any η, ζ > 0 and t ∈ R d due to (3.6). On the other hand, for any λ > 0 and t ∈ R d , there exists a constant C = C(λ, η, τ (t)) > 0 such that we have (3.23) sup
as long as η = η(τ (t)) is chosen as in (3.16). More precisely, if τ (t) is bounded, then η as well as C can be chosen sufficiently large such that (3.23) holds uniformly for those t ∈ R d .
According to the present multi operator-stable point of view and in contrast to Theorem 4.2 in [10] it should appear natural that X will not have stationary increments in general. However, we get the following properties. Here we call an R m -valued random field {X(t) : Proof. For part (a) we fix t 0 ∈ R d and have to show that X(t 0 + t n ) → X(t 0 ) in probability as n → ∞, where (t n ) ⊂ R d is an arbitrary null sequence. Particularly, there exists some ζ > 0 such that τ (t n ) ≤ ζ for all n ∈ N. Also fix u ∈ Γ m (the case u = 0 is obvious) and recall (2.13). Hence by linearity, Lévy's continuity theorem and after a change of variables it suffices to prove that (3.24)
Using the notation from the proof of Theorem 3.2 the integrand in (3.24) can be rewritten as ψ s+t 0 (g(t n , t 0 , s)u).Then, by continuity of ψ s+t 0 and φ, we see for any s ∈ Γ d that
Combine (2.21) and Remark 3.3 (for λ = u
At the same time, for any s ∈ Γ d \ {τ (s) = C 4 (ζ + η)} and as n → ∞, we verify that
Finally,h(·) is integrable such that (3.24) would follow due to a generalized version of the dominated convergence theorem (see Theorem 19 in Chapter 4 of [18] ), provided that
ds which is obviously true. For part (b) fix t ∈ Γ d and recall that the integrand in (3.5) has been denoted by f (t, ·). Then (3.18) implies the following identity for any s / ∈ {0, t}.
Hence the assertion follows easily from Proposition 2.6 (c) since 0 / ∈ spec(D(s) − qB(s)) for any s ∈ A and since
We now want to illustrate Theorem 3.2. Whereas its proof is in parts similar to the ones of Theorem 4.2 in [10] and Theorem 2.5 in [13] , the introduction of the operators A(s) might be confusing at first. Actually, the following example emphasizes that neither (C1) implies (C2) nor the other way around. Overall our approach allows us to present a class of non-trivial examples in part (c) that admits a large choice of distribution families (µ s ). However, using Weyl's inequality (see [7] for example) and (2.1), it follows that (3. 
It follows in view of Corollary 2.12 in [2] that φ is E-homogeneous as well as (1, E)-admissible. Particularly, (C2) and the remaining assumptions of Theorem 3.2 are fulfilled. Finally note that d ≥ 2 is sufficient for q > δ 1 in this case which means that the resulting moving-average representation is full due to Proposition 3.4.
Remark 3.6. Most of the moving-average representations known in literature demand D = D(s) to be constant. Then D is called space-scaling exponent or Hurst-Index. At the same time the underlying random measures are often stable ones such that we have B(s) = α −1 E m for some 0 < α < 2 (see [13] ). In this case (C2) reduces to (3.4) and equals 0 < λ D ≤ Λ D < β. Hence Theorem 3.2 covers the univariate and multivariate α-stable (non-Gaussian) movingaverage representations as they were proposed by [2] , [13] and Example 3.6.5 in [19] . On one hand this is exactly the condition that has been required in Theorem 4.2 of [11] and the corresponding operator-stable moving-average representation equals (3.5) accordingly (at least in the symmetric case). On the other hand the consideration of (C 2 ) and its possible advantages have been missed in [11] .
A similar omission can be observed in the context of Proposition 4.3 in [5] , where a class of univariate multi-stable processes has been investigated that is closely related to the several moving-average representations we mentioned above. For the rest of this section we want to find a suitable extension to our multi operator-stable point of view. Throughout let d = 1. Then we consider the 1-homogeneous functions x → (x) + = max{x, 0} and x → (x) − = max{−x, 0}. Moreover, for t, b + , b − ∈ R arbitrary and D(s), B(s) as before, this allows to use integrands of the form
provided that they are integrable with respect to M. Here, for E ∈ L(R m ), we generally define 0 E := 0 ∈ L(R m ) (even if λ E < 0). In the well-balanced case b+ = b − this essentially leads to Theorem 3.2 with φ(x) = |x|. Unfortunately, the functions φ(x) = (x) + and φ(x) = (x) − are not admissible, since φ(x) = 0 does not imply x = 0. Thus Theorem 3.2 fails for b + = b − . However, the following result can be obtained, where it is convenient to restrict ourselves to the case b + = 1 and b − = 0. Note that (C1 ′ ) and (C2 ′ ) are nothing else than (C1) and (C2) for q = β = 1, respectively.
be symmetric for every s ∈ R and assume that either condition (C1 ′ ) or (C2 ′ ) is fulfilled, namely:
exists for every t ∈ R and the resulting R m -valued process X = {X(t) : t ∈ R} is stochastically continuous. Furthermore, X satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 3.1 and therefore has a continuous version, if
is fulfilled instead of (C1 ′ ) or (C2 ′ ), respectively. Certainly, (3.28) implies that a > 1.
Proof. Although φ is not admissible, the existence of X can be checked similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2. Particularly, if we assume (C1 ′ ), this can mostly be attained by arguing as below for t 1 = t and t 2 = 0. The details are left to the reader. In order to prove the additional statement we fix K > 0 and t 1 , t 2 ∈ [−K, K]. Without loss of generality we may assume that t 1 > t 2 , i.e. |t 1 − t 2 | = t 1 − t 2 ≤ 2K. Let A(s) := D(s) − B(s) for any s ∈ R and replace the notation from above by
where 0 < ρ 1 ≤ ρ 2 < 1 due to (3.28) . Also define
Observe that ξ := b −1 (aρ 1 + 1) > a −1 according to (3.28) again. Hence by linearity and in view of (3.2) the assertion would particularly follow, if
holds true. Note that C > 0 can be chosen independent of t 1 and t 2 , since the same applies to the constants C 1 , C 2 , ... that occur in sequel. By a change of variables and using Corollary 2.4 we first verify that (3.30)
while we can write
Likewise and in view of A(·) ≤ ρ 2 we compute for any s ≥ t 1 − t 2 that
Hence we get that (3.28) . Moreover, it is even easier to verify that (3.32)
Finally, if 0 ≤ s ≤ t 1 − t 2 , we use that R + ∋ y → y ρ 1 is sub-additive. Similar as before this implies that
and therefore that (3.33)
Overall (3.29) follows from (3.30)-(3.33). which we already announced above. We also mentioned that Proposition 4.3 in [5] neglects the possibility of (C2 ′ ). Nevertheless, it is easy to see that (C1 ′ ) becomes 1/a − 1/b < D < 1 + 1/b − 1/a in this case, which is exactly the condition that has been required in [5] for the LFMSM in order to exist. Furthermore, a sufficient condition for the LFMSM to have a continuous version is suggested there, namely
In contrast we compute that (3.28) equals b/a 2 < D < 1 + 1/b − 1/a in this context which is more restrictive than (3.34). We think that this gap may arise from a possible mistake in Proposition 3.1 and especially (3.3) of [5] .
Tangent fields
In this section we want to explore the local form of certain random fields which is inspired by the univariate considerations in [5] . There two types of localisability have been proposed, where the stronger one assumes that the underlying stochastic processes have continuous versions. However, if d > 1 or a ≤ 1, the criteria from Proposition 3.1 will fail for the random fields that we have constructed in Section 3. And in view of Remark 4.5 in [11] it is even possible that there may not exist any continuous version in general. Therefore we will give a definition that neglects this aspect in sequel. Throughout let | · | be the Lebesgue measure on (S, Σ) = (R d , B(R d )) again, where M is an ISRM as before.
m -valued random fields. Then, for E ∈ Q(R d ) and D ∈ Q(R m ), we say that X is (E, D)-localisable at u with local form/tangent field X ′ u , if the following convergence holds.
→ means convergence of all finite-dimensional distributions. If, for almost every u ∈ R d , X is localisable at u with some operator-stable tangent field X ′ u (see Definition 4.1 in [11] ), we call X multi operator-stable.
Obviously, the operators E and D are not unique. Hence the local forms may vary, too. However, for d = 1, we may always assume that E = 1 and in this case we get back the corresponding definition from [5] . On the other hand we have two notions of multi operatorstability, depending on if we are dealing with ISRMs (see Theorem and Definition 2.2) or with random fields. Proposition 4.4 will show that both concepts can be matched in some sense. Now consider a univariate stochastic process which is defined by a stochastic integral with respect to a multi-stable random measure. Then Proposition 3.2 in [5] states sufficient conditions for localisability and also describes possible local forms. Actually, these conditions would look quite complicated in our multivariate setting due to the fact that linear operators do not commutate in general. Instead we want to investigate particular examples that arise from Theorem 3.2. For this purpose observe that (4.1) implies that X ′ u is (strictly) (E, D)-operator-self-similar in the sense of [11] , i.e. for any c > 0 we have that
where f dd = means equality of all finite-dimensional distributions (see (1.1)). Since the random fields from Theorem 4.2 in [10] are operator-stable and at the same time operator-self-similar, these could be appropriate candidates to serve as local forms for (3.5). Hence we obtain the following statement. Note that similar results can be derived for the random fields from Corollary 3.7, the details are left to the reader. Also recall M u from Theorem 2.13. Then X is (E, D(u))-localisable at u with local form
Hence X ′ u equals the operator-stable moving-average representation from Theorem 4.2 in [11] .
Proof. For n ∈ N arbitrary fix t 1 , ..., t n ∈ R d and θ 1 , ..., θ n ∈ R m . Recall the definition of g(·, ·, ·) from (3.7) and that B(s) as well as D(s) are symmetric for any s ∈ R d . Then by linearity, (2.13) and a change of variables the log-characteristic function of the random vector
can be computed as follows for every r > 0. Throughout let t 0 = t 0 (r, s) :
Here we also used that B(s)D(s) = D(s)B(s) (almost everywhere) and the fact that φ as well as ψ s are certain homogeneous functions. Then, in view of Lévy's continuity theorem and (2.13) again, it suffices to show that the following convergence holds true as r → 0.
By assumption we have for every s ∈ R d that B(u + r E s) → B(u). Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.13 this implies that µ u+r E s converges to µ u weakly and therefore that ψ u+r E s (·) = ψ s+t 0 (·) → ψ u (·) holds uniformly on compact sets as r → 0 (see Lemma 3.1.10 in [14] ). At the same time we have for every
as well as v(r, s) → E m . Hence, as r → 0, we observe for almost every s ∈ R d that
Now in view of condition (ii) there exists some λ > 0 with v(r, s)θ j ∞ ≤ λ −1 for any s ∈ R d , r > 0 (small) and j = 1, ..., n. Hence we can use (2.21) and (2.25) to verify that the following estimates are valid for any s ∈ R d and r > 0 (small), where C > 0 is sufficiently large. Throughout consider E ∈ Q(R d ) with q = tr(E) and let φ be an E-homogeneous as well as (β, E)-admissible function for some β > 0. Moreover, assume that the mapping s → B(s) is continuous at u. We now give examples that fit into Theorem 4.2 (and therefore also into Theorem 3.2).
(a) As mentioned in Remark 3.6 it is common to assume that D = D(s) is constant.
Moreover, if D has the particular form D = H E m , we merely need that 0 < H < β. At the same time (4.6) ensures that v(r, s) is bounded for any r > 0 (small) and s ∈ K, where K ⊂ R d is compact. Fortunately, for large s, the required boundedness of v(r, s) can be relaxed. For this purpose let us recall Remark 3.3 and especially the functions h η,ζ (t, ·). Then (C2) implies that we have γ = q together with Moreover, by (4.8) and the stated continuity assumptions, we can argue as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 that the following convergence is valid for almost every s ∈ R as r → 0. Finally, there is a compact set K ⊂ R (independent of r) such that the left-hand side of (4.10) vanishes for s / ∈ K, while w(u + rs) and r B(u+rs) r −B(u) are bounded for any s ∈ K and r > 0 (small) by assumption. Hence the left-hand side of (4.10) is also bounded (combine (2.9) and (2.21) for example) such that dominated convergence implies (4.9). 
